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Gazmouloi, Tzakones and Prosalentai: last elite marine troops of Byzantium, a proposed reconstruction of dress and equipment.

The last centuries of the Roman army of Byzantium were a very intriguing period, characterized by the continuous efforts of the central authority, in the middle of the chaos of the civil wars and of the centrifuge tendency of the last Roman elites, to structure and re-organize their military resources against the constant menaces of Latins, Franks, Venetians, Slavs, Bulgarians and Turks. Although the military power of the Empire was now a shadow of the previous period, some elite unities raised by the Palaeologian Emperors show themselves highly effective and able to stand and confront with success the external enemies, as well as participated in the dramatic changes of powers and Palace coups of this very convulsive period.

After the reconquest of Constantinople in 1261 AD Michael VIII rebuild a strong naval maritime power, able to stand the menaced military expedition of Charles D’Anjou, to balance the mastership of the Venetian and Genoese sailors and to coordinate the wide range naval operations of the resurrected Empire of the Palaeologians. This great Fleet, described by Gregoras and Pachymeres, was the most important and huge of the 13th century Byzantium. It was posed under the order of Alexios Philanthrôpènos, stationed in the Provinces and commanded by the regional doukes. The Emperor created, among the others, three military divisions: the Gazmouloi, the Marine Tzakones and the Prosalentai.

These regiments, that continued to exist as military bodies for generations, were assigned to the navy, organised into a number of military group or divisions and posed under the command of Lochagoi, Tagmatarchai, Komêtés and Navarchoi.

The first contingent of soldiers for the fleet was sought and obtained by Michael VIII from the ferocious Gazmouloi, who originated from the region around Byzantium and lived in and around the City, but that are said by him to have been resettled also from the Peloponnese in the 1260s.

To provide further manpower for his new fleet, the Emperor, through distribution of largesses and investing huge amounts of money, transported to Byzantium, in 1261 or early 1262, also families of Tzakones from the region of Lakonia and Monemvasia, assigning them special regions in the city and enlisting the men in his new fleet.

The third group enlisted by Michael VIII for his new fleet were native Romans, probably smallholding soldiers, called Prosalentai. They were employed as rowers, remiges.

The new marine soldiers were ethnically considered as belonging to the same race of the Rhomaioi, i.e. Greek-speakers, embracing Orthodox Christianity, following the uses, the dressed and the customs of the Empire’s citizens, so culturally indistinguishable by the other Romans. The marine Tzakones and the Gazmouloi were at the same time half-breeds serving as mercenaries in the army, and their military accoutrement should have been influenced both from Byzantium both from the Latins.
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